
Closing Financial Period.



The Task

Walk through the process of Closing / Reopen Financial Period (e.g. 
Status Change between the 4-steps chain: Inactive, Open, Closed, 
Locked. 

We need to find the way by which we could greatly improve UX of the 
task completion. 

Our Research is based on partial knowledge of the common Use-Cases 
or Role-Scenarios and on the solution proposed by MYOB earlier. 



Chaotic Phase of Info 
Gathering & Research.

Part One



Considering Process

MYOB solution cons. 

GL-selector (whole row-selector) is too separated from 
the sub-ledgers checkboxes. It clutters user attention 
making it hard to perform and complete the common 
tasks. The same goes to action buttons (Open, Closed, 
Locked) – they’re separated from the table fields and 
selectors. It makes the whole experience Inconsistent, 
hard to perform and analyze. So, MYOB did some UI 
improvement, but didn’t dig into UX much. 

So, I thought I should propose slightly different 
approach – we could use infield controls for status 
change based on case scenarios, deep psychology and 
knowledge of the positive force of the simplifications in 
UI - so to say J

I analyzed MYOB initiative (VIDEO-link) in order to find the ways to Improve and simplify UX. 
I made Research based on User Roles and Use Case Scenarios trying to make the whole process perfectly fit into 4-steps status change chain 
logic proposed in AC-47341 (AC-36710) – and to make it clear, intuitive and easy-to-perform.
In the process I found some troubles and “thin” spots in my initial solution so I’ll try to provide detailed overview of the whole process. 



Initial Ideas

1. We should accentuate misc. statuses with barely visible background 
colors. In order to bring momentary sense for users – they see the groups 
of the same statuses marked by visible-recognized elements.

2. Close GL checkbox. 
It should be added to each periods row (it could appear on hover state –
only when you point mouse over the correspondent row – in order to 
give Supervisor understanding that this checkbox applies to the whole 
row. It should be applied to the header in order to multi-select periods. 
GL-checkbox should be interconnected with ‘status selector’ control 
(you don’t need to check box when change GL-status as Supervisor).

3. All Closed, Locked periods and Unended, Unfinished (future) periods 
should be disabled for multi-select – you can’t simply multi-select 
“future” periods and locked/closed periods. It brings sense to the multi-
selection task by adding possibility to quickly perform multi-select &  
status change for the same ‘status fields’ only.

4. Close GL, Close *sub-ledgers* - should be renamed to GL & AP, AR, IN, CA, 
FA – because we can not only ‘Close‘ periods in new 4-steps logic but 
also ‘Open’ an ‘Inactive’ ones. So, unified Header needed.

Based on prior analyze I ended up with these 
assumptions



Separate 
GL from 
subledgers



Period Group-
Selector



Use Case Scenarios

The common 
User Scenarios

1. Generate periods for the upcoming Year.
2. Open one of the periods à enter document or post transactions à to the period.
3. All transaction are posted à period is closed in subledgers à preventing errors from subledger departments 

agents. Closed periods could be adjusted in cases of data correction and audit. 
4. Financial Supervisor à Period End Adjustment à Close period in GL.

Process: Period Data à Verified à Disclosed in Reports à Period has to be Locked = Keeps the data from Change

Multiple-Select. 
Start of the Year = All ‘Inactive’ à change to ‘Active’ (Opened). 
Audit Case = All Closed/Locked à Opened/Closed. 
Multi-select for the same statuses - through the select of checkboxes à then Apply Changes. 
Or Multi-Change by inline-control arrows – change same Statuses à then Apply Changes. 



Suggestions on the 
improvements of UX.

Solution Propositions



Inline Status-
Selector 
control



In the process of constant 
research and sketching 
ideas I found out that I 
missed trigger-action button 
for each period selected. 



Single Period Change

4-steps process 

Period
Change

Types
Group-Select for the same 
statuses

Multi-Select – the whole 
Period

1 2 3



Dialogs

It’s too damn complex L
and unuseable

In the beginning I tried to 
solve multiple-period 
change case - and it was 
wrong



Inline Status Change 
Component

Objectification



Each status has it’s own 
color – making it easy to 
perform the group status 
changes.



I widen Status fields in order 
to fit in ‘APPLY’ button. 



And of course people need 
some sort of LEGEND to refer 
to. 



All the changed periods 
should be highlighted



All Inactive à All ActiveCase



Few Inactive à Few ActiveCase



Later, I found out that my 
inline ‘APPLY’ button is not 
so good – it’s simply too 
many of them ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Case



Ideas

Checkboxes & inline Controls

For any row and for any Roles (Supervisor, sub-ledgers) checkboxes should be connected with the ‘status-change 
inline-control’ – you don’t necessarily need to check them, you could click an arrow control and status changing 
will automatically check correspondent box(es) in a row.

My thoughts are - we need to investigate situations in which user starting to check boxes and then decides to switch 
and changes status and vice versa. Maybe its wiser not to give GL-supervisors ability to check boxes – instead they 
could use ‘status-change’ inline control more frequently. 

But in case of ‘Inactive’ status we should make available overall GL-checkbox in order to select All the periods (Yearly)

Or, we could simply add 1st prior-row and make it All periods in the Financial year (it will work fine in case of Locked 
past periods as well as Inactive future Financial Years. And we will get rid of checkboxes in the header. (the way 
user could add 13th row for Adjustments – the same way we should add 1st row for overall periods selection when 
this option make sense and able.

I have an Idea of how we can achieve solid logic for checkboxes and inline-control behavior on each of 4 steps. 

vs



All Year Inactive à
All Year ActiveCase



01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

STRUCTURE

CONSCIOUS AWARENESS

IT TELLS WITHOUT A WORD

Benefits of 
Inline status
control



JJJ



Financial Periods Status Changes
THE END

Thanks!

Alexey Leontiev
UX / UI Developer @ Acumatica


